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Our relentless mission is to create dynamic gear that gives those who protect us an unprecedent-
ed level of agility and comfort. Equipment that allows the world’s best people to �ght some of 
the world’s worst, in some of the furthest, most non-permissive parts of the world, without 
hindrance. 

It is the gear we wished we had during our time in harm’s way, the physical manifestation of ideas 
dreamed up on the front lines and feedback from modern day elite operators, in real time.  

Constant input from Israeli, US and other Special Forces units, combined with our cutting edge 
design expertise and equipment allow us to live out our vision of providing gear that is more 
creative, ergonomic and intelligent. It is gear that constantly adapts to today’s threats and chal-
lenges. Our obsession with functionality and quality serve to give our products an unfaltering 
high level of performance and durability. 

Agilite gear is tough, made by tough people in a tough country that has had to innovate to 
survive. 
The Agilite scorpion logo is the humble mark of the adventurous, the duty-bound and of those 
willing to step out into the unknown. It is the tell-tale sign of those whose search for the �nest 
gear available has taken them across the earth and back.  

OUR MISSION



COMBAT GEAR 
and packs 

APPAREL 
and accessories



K5
PLATE CARRIER

Item No. 8053
SAPI/ESAPI M, L

The K5 is a SAPI/ESAPI Plate Carrier that provides unrivalled versatility 
and comfort. Designed together with both Israeli and US Special Forces 
it is lightweight, ergonomic and well thought-out, down to the last 
detail. It accommodates all of the Agilite K Series™ attachments for 
mission-specific modification.

DESIGN:

Agilite K Series™ compatible

Includes stretch cummerbund

Detachable inner padding

Laser cut Velcro MOLLE Overlay Panels

DETAILS:

1000D Mil Spec Tactical Nylon

Mil Spec polymer buckles and hardware 

Fits SAPI/ESAPI plates up to 1” thick

Made in Israel

SPECS:

MTC CYB BLK



STRETCH CUMMERBUND
FLEXIBLE MODULAR CUMMERBUND

Item No.  8039
S-M, M-L, L-XL

The Stretch cummerbund comes as standard on the K5 Plate carrier  or 
it can be purchased separately and added to any plate carrier. It enables 
a limited stretch so that your plate carrier doesn’t bounce or joggle 
while running, but that allows it to flex when you transition to a kneel-
ing or sitting position.

DESIGN:

Fits to most modular plate carriers

Fits the Agilite K5 plate carrier

Each side can be in either stretch or fixed mode 

for ultimate versatility

Supports MOLLE Pouches and Side Plate Carriers

DETAILS:

Mil Spec Materials and hardware

Skeletal construction for ultimate air flow and 

temperature management

Highly adjustable for optimal fit

Made in Israel

SPECS:

CYB BLKCYT



Item No. 8031.1 - 14 LitersThe Agilite Modular Assault Pack II is the latest incar-
nation of Agilite’s classic IDF instantly attaching/de-
taching A.M.A.P which boasts a long list of new features 
including turning into a stand-alone backpack.

DESIGN:

Agilite K Series™ Compatible

Becomes a stand-alone backpack 

Dual exit ports for cables, antennas and hydration

New modular sides and carry handle

External helmet carrier

14 liter capacity + Helmet Carrier volume

Mil-Spec materials and polymer hardware

 Made in Israel

DETAILS:

SPECS:

A.M.A.P II

MTC CYB BLK ODG

Agilite Modular Assault Pack II



A.M.A.P 30 
Agilite Modular Assault Pack 30L

Item No.  8032
30 Liters (1831 cu.in.)

The AMAP 30 is a directly attaching 30 liter assault pack for longer 
missions. It attaches both directly to your K series™ plate carrier or 
shoulder straps to become an assault pack or an independent backpack 
respectively. 

DESIGN:

Integrated covert helmet carrier

Integrated adjustable rifle carrier

Internal mesh pockets

Attaches directly to rig or to shoulder straps

Integrated back system

DETAILS:

Volume 30L (1831 cu.in.)

1000D Mil Spec Tactical Nylon 

Mil Spec Polymer buckles and hardware

Made in Israel

                                                                                                      

SPECS:

MTC CYB BLK



Volume 30L (1831 cu.in.)

1000D Mil Spec Tactical Nylon 

Mil Spec Polymer buckles and hardware

Made in Israel

                                                                                                      

Item No. 8115 - One SizeThe K Series™ Padded shoulder straps attach to all of the 
K series rear modules including assault and hydration 
packs and turn them into independent units that can be 
worn on their own. Designed to attach and detach 
instantly, you can carry any one of several items with just 
one pair of straps, avoiding duplicity bulk and weight. 

DESIGN:

Connect to all K Series™ rear modules

Ergonomic fit for comfort and weight dispersal

Integrated, fully adjustable chest buckle

Made with a combination of 3D and Closed Cell 

foam for ultimate padding and wicking

Agilite K Series™ Compatible

Set of 2 Straps

Mil-Spec materials and plastic hardware

Made in Israel

DETAILS:

SPECS:

K Series   STRAPS
PADDED SHOULDER STRAPS

MTC CYB BLK ODG

™



K-MINIMALS 
LIGHTWEIGHT SHOULDER STRAPS

Item No. 8114.1 - 98gr (3.5oz)
One Size

The K Minimals are ultra lite straps for the Agilite K Series™. Made 
primarily of mil-spec mesh they allow you to carry K Series™ modules 
such as assault and hydration packs with maximum airflow and minimal 
weight.

DESIGN:

ODGCYBMTC BLK

Maximum breathability and airflow

Strong but next to no weight

Ambidextrous fitting

Adjustable and comfortable

DETAILS:

Weight 

Mil Spec mesh and materials

Mil Spec polymer hardware

Made in Israel

SPECS:



Maximum breathability and airflow

Strong but next to no weight

Ambidextrous fitting

Adjustable and comfortable

EDGE 
3L HYDRATION PACK

tm

Item No. 8040 - 3 Liter 
The Edge™ Hydration Pack is a cross-platform, 3 liter 
tactical hydration carrier. The Edge's sleek design is 
built to be extremely low profile for use during 
close-quarter urban combat and yet is contoured so 
that the internal reservoir can slide in and out easily, 
even when full.

DESIGN:

MTC CYB BLK ODG

Agilite K Series™ Compatible

Houses Hydrapak or other 3L Reservoirs

Connects to K Series™ Shoulder straps and vests

Direct vest-attach option.  

Contoured, low-profile design

1000D Tactical Nylon

Mil-spec polymer buckles & hardware

Made in Israel

DETAILS:

SPECS:



Item No. 8045 - 3 Liter (100 fl oz)The Shlucker AQ is an Israel Defense Forces (IDF) hydra-
tion pack that protects and insulates the 3L hydration 
reservoir. Traditionally carried inside an A.M.A.P. or other 
assault pack, it can also be attached directly to any plate 
carrier using the Agilite Hydration Attach Straps.

DESIGN:

Fits the Hydrapack or other 3L reservoirs

Insulates and protects

Integrated carry and fill handles

Direct attach option with the Agilite Hydration 

attach straps

DETAILS:

SPECS:

Mil Spec Materials

Paneled, low profile construction

Internal insulation

Imported

ODG

SHLUCKER AQ
3L hydration pack 



3L RESERVOIR
3 LITER HYDRATION BLADDER

Item No.  8044
3 Liter (100 fl oz)Agilite's hydration reservoir of choice is the Hydrapak 3L Tactical Reser-

voir. It was customized for Agilite and our need to provide the Israeli 
military with the best and toughest drinking systemon the market.

DESIGN:

Can be reversed and cleaned in dishwasher

Built-in Shape-Shifter Wall (Baffle) for lower profile

Fixed, NON plug’n’play valve for 

ultimate strength & fewer moving parts

No-Leak™ Lifetime Guarantee

3 Liter (100 fl oz) Capacity

Military-grade 60% Thicker TPU construction

100% BPA and PVC Free

Can be frozen or filled with warm water 

(max temp 140°F / 60°C)

Hydrafusion™ Tube – ballistic TPU extrusion 

to insulate and protect

DETAILS:

SPECS:

SMOKE



ATTACH STRAPS
HYDRATION SYSTEM CONNECTORS

Item No. 8042 - One SizeThe Hydration Pack Attach Straps allow you to attach 
Agil ite hydration packs to any modular plate carrier or 
backpack. They allow you to attach/detach the pack instan-
taneously. 

DESIGN:

CYB BLK ODG

Includes ITW QASM buckles for MOLLE attachment

Attach to all Agilite 3L hydration packs

Fully adjustable

Include velcro strap keepers

DETAILS:

Mil-Spec materials and polymer hardware

Set of 2 straps

Includes 4 ITW 1” QASM MOLLE buckles

Made in Israel

SPECS

CYT



Item No. 8012
One Size

The K3 is used by IDF Special Operators and Infantryman and is sized to 
fit Israeli standard-issue Hashmonai ballistic plates. Its tough, light-
weight design lends the wearer optimal comfort and maneuverability 
for complicated Middle Eastern warfare as well as connecting to other K 
Series™ modules such as the A.M.A.P II and hydration systems

DESIGN:

K Series™ Compatible

Fits IDF standard issue front and rear 

Hashmonai ballistic plates

Laser cut front molle panel

Substantial shoulder padding for comfort 

during extensive use

DETAILS:

EXPORT RESTRICTED

1000D Mil Spec Tactical Nylon

Mil Spec Polymer buckles and hardware

Made in Israel

SPECS:

BLK ODG

K3 PLATE CARRIER



14 liter capacity + Helmet Carrier volume

Mil-Spec materials and polymer hardware

 Made in Israel

Item No.  8013
One Size

The K3 Machine Gunner plate carrier is a K3 Variant made for the Negev 
Machine Gunner. It enjoys all of the features of the K3 and also employs angled 
drum pouches to allow for rapid deployment of the drums, even from the prone 
position. Traditional machine gun vests are often cumbersome and restrictive 
but the K3 Negev is ergonomically designed to allow for fast and fluid maneu-
vering of the weapon and ammunition drums. 

DESIGN:

K Series™ Compatible

Fits IDF standard issue front and rear Hashmonai 

ballistic plates

Laser cut front MOLLE panel

Side buckle opening

Angled MOLLE pouches for rapid drum deployment

DETAILS:

          

EXPORT RESTRICTED

Customizable for additional machine guns

1000D Mil Spec Tactical Nylon

Mil Spec Polymer buckles and hardware

Made in Israel

SPECS:

BLK ODG CUSTOM 

K3 MACHINE GUNNER
MACHINE GUNNER VARIANT 



RETRACTOR
Side plate carriers

Item No. 8051 
Dual Size:  6X6”, 6”X6”

The Retractor™ Side Plate Carriers are dual-sized side plate carriers that 
allow you carry either a 6”X 6” or a 6”X 8” ballistic side plate of up to an 
inch thick. You can switch plate size instantly with zero effort. The 
pouches’ unique design retracts or expands according to the size of the 
plate, fitting it perfectly in either 6X6 or 6X8 mode. 

DESIGN:

Internal Retractor mechanism to 

instantaneously change size

Includes Agilite polymer grip-pull for 

rapid access with a gloved hand

front MOLLE webbing

Rear MOLLE attachment tabs

DETAILS:

Mil Spec 1000D Tactical Nylon

Incorporated Agilite Polymer Grip Pull

Made in Israel

SPECS:

MTC CYB BLK

tm



N.V.G.T
BINOCULARS/NVG TETHER

Item No.  8111.1
One Size

The NVGT is a small but clever and useful piece of gear. It allows a stow 
area on your chest for Binoculars or NVG’s that need to be constantly 
accessible but tethered down to avoid joggle in case you have to run.

DESIGN:

Allows you to stow binoculars/NVG’s that 

need to be accessed repeatedly

DETAILS:

Mil Spec materials and Polymer hardwear 

Suitable for all common binoculars and 

NVG’s

Made in Israel

SPECS:

BLKCYT



Weight 

Mil Spec mesh and materials

Mil Spec polymer hardware

Made in Israel

AXIS 
IDF KNEE PADS

Item No.  9050
One Size

Nicknamed “Robocop” Knee pads in Israel, the Agilite Axis Knee Pad’s 
are the IDF’s new standard-issue knee pads. They are the strangest 
looking, best performing knee pads you will ever wear that unlike 
conventional knee pads, do not fall down and provide advanced 
protection.

DESIGN:

Do not fall down

Provide large surface area coverage

Hinged to ergonomically move like your knee

Incorporated non-slip, grip strip for naval 

and urban ops

Rear closed-cell memory padding that does 

not absorb moisture, sweat or blood.

DETAILS:

Thick high-density PVA memory foam

High Density Durable Polyethylene

Thermo-injected Grip Strip

Imported

SPECS:

RNGBLK FDE



MULE

Item No. 8029
105L

The Agilite Mule is the large 105 Liter Duffel used by IDF Infantrymen 
to carry and store their entire loadout. Large enough to carry all of their 
gear, the Mule is hard wearing with reinforced inner corners and padded 
side walls to protect mission-critical gear.

DESIGN:

XL 105 Liter Capacity (6408 Cu.in.)

Transparent upper panel

Name Tape strip

Internal anti-rip reinforced corners

6 padding-lined walls to protect contents

DETAILS:

Mil Spec Nylon Webbing

Hard-wearing PVC-Coated Polyester fabric 

Reinforced Corners

Closed-cell foam internal protection

Made in Israel

SPECS:

BLK ODG



HELMET COVERS
and visors



Item No. 8232, 8232.1, 8233

MICH/ACH High/Full Cut 

M/L/XL 
The Raptor BASIC is a more affordable variant of the RAPTOR Helmet 
cover. It boasts the same well-fitting, streamlined aesthetic design as 
the RAPTOR and has designated flag hook & loop areas and goggles 
retention.

DESIGN:

MTC CUSTOM 

Modern, streamlined design

Integrated flag hook & loop

Attaches/detaches in seconds. 

Built-in rear goggles retainers

Mil-Spec mesh & materials 

Galvanized, Mil-Spec snaps

Available with or without NVG Shroud Window

Made in Israel

Available in High or Low cut versions

DETAILS:

SPECS:

helmet cover
RAPTORBASIC

RNG



Item No. 8236

MICH/ACH High Cut M/L/XL 

Item No.8237

Ops Core FAST Ballistic M,L,XL
The Raptor is a Special Operations helmet cover that knows how to 
work around helmet accessories. It includes an integrated counter-
weight pouch, hook and loop areas for flags and IR Strobes, in-built 
goggles retention, an accessory harness point and the ability to 
attach Agilite Visor goggles covers.

DESIGN:

helmet cover

RAPTORTM

MTC CUSTOM 

Integrated Counterweight pouch 

In-built goggles retention

Designated hook & loop areas for IR strobes/flags

Goggles cover attachment points

Available in Ops Core Ballistic/ACH Models

Visor goggles cover compatible

Mil-Spec materials and polymer hardware

Galvanized, Mil-Spec snaps

Multi-size adaptable counterweight pouch

Integrated Agilite PVC grip patch 

DETAILS:

SPECS:

RNG



Item No. 8240 - One Size

goggles cover

VISOR

MTC RNG



Item No. 8241 - One Size

goggles cover

VISORNOCTURN

MTC RNG



MOKAWK AIR
fast helmet cover

Item No. 8235
Ops Core FAST Ballistic M, L, XL

Item No. 8234
Ops Core FAST BUMP M, L,

The Mohawk AIR boasts an in-built central retention system for 
foliage, NVG Battery packs, IR Devices, and other helmet-borne 
gear. The new, all Mil-Spec mesh AIR variant allows for an unob-
structed free flow of air through bump helmets.

DESIGN:

Frontal NVG window

Dynamic solution for attaching petzl type 

helmet lights

Padded goggles cover

Access points for NVG Mount harness

Rear Velcro for strobes/patches

Snap/Grommet goggle strap keepers

Front and rear attachment points

DETAILS:

Mil-Spec US-Made mesh and other materials

Made in Israel

Custom colors available on request.

SPECS:

MTC RNG



HASSA +
HELMET COVER

The Hassa+ is a helmet cover that gives an instant upgrade to round 
combat helmets. Used by the IDF, the Hassa+ is packed with unique 
features that accommodate modern helmet-borne accessories.

DESIGN:

BLK ODG CUSTOM 

Item No. 8251
One Size

Frontal NVG window

Dynamic solution for attaching petzl 

type helmet lights

Padded goggles cover

Access points for NVG Mount harness

Snap/Grommet goggle strap keepers

Incorporated goggles cover

DETAILS:

Mil-Spec materials and hardware

Made in Israel

Fits most round military helmets

Custom colors/sizes available on request

SPECS:



Item No. 8250 - One SizeThe original Israeli Mitznefet breaks up the shape of a military helmet and makes 
it difficult for enemy snipers to spot. Mitznefets are used by the Israel Defense 
Forces (IDF) and other forces to break up the shape of their helmets in the asym-
metry of nature. 
The round, precision-cut nature of a military helmet is easy to spot downrange and 
the Mitznefet makes it much more difficult to identify, providing exceptional cam-
ouflage. It also gives the wearer 360 degree shade from the sun.

DESIGN:

Breaks up shape of a military helmet in nature

Cinch capability for personalized fit. 

360 degree shade from the desert sun

Air flow for heat release when worn without helmet

Mil-Spec mesh and polymer hardware 

One Size fits all

Made in Israel

DETAILS:

SPECS:

MITZNEFET
HELMET SHAPE BREAKER

MTC

Frontal NVG window

Dynamic solution for attaching petzl 

type helmet lights

Padded goggles cover

Access points for NVG Mount harness

Snap/Grommet goggle strap keepers

Incorporated goggles cover

CUSTOM 



The ACH Mohawk AIR brings the features of the popular 
Agilite Mohawk AIR Fast Helmet Cover to the ACH 
high-cut helmet platform.

DESIGN:

Fitted to the Armorsource or other ACH/MICH Helmets

In-built central retention system for foliage, 

IR devices & other accessories

Frontal NVG shroud access 

ITW Mil Spec Polymer Cordlock

Mil-Spec US-made mesh and other materials

Mil-Spec Polymer Cordlock 

Made in Israel

Custom colors available on request.

DETAILS:

SPECS:

MOHAWK  AIR
ACH VERSION

Item No. 8231

MICH/ACH High Cut M/L/XL
MTC

Item No. 8250 - One Size

RNG



APPAREL 
and accessories



BATTLE ELEMENT 
COMBAT GRADE SOFT SHELL

Item No. 5025
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 3XL, 4XL

The Battle Element™ is a combat grade soft shell on a whole new level. 
Developed together with elite Israel Defense Forces and Israeli Navy 
Operators, it was designed with the needs of special operations and 
extreme outdoor professionals in mind.

DESIGN:

Wind and rain proof

Premium grade micro-fleece lining

Stowed, under-collar hood

Twin under-arm zippered vents for heat release

Agilite half-glove sleeves

DETAILS:

100% tight-woven polyester with breathable, 

waterproof membrane

Breathability moisture rate transfer: 5000g/m2/24h

Water pressure resistance: 6000mm/H2O2.

Designed & tested in Israel

Manufacturing-imported

SPECS:

RNG BLK WLF

tm



R&R MENS CREW
COMBED COTTON TEE

Item No.  8039
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 4XL

The Agilite R&R Mens Crew is made of the finest cotton and was 
designed in Israel for maximum comfort. 
The R&R shirt is embroidered with the Agilite scorpion logo and an 
athletic fit designed to fit military operators or others with active 
lifestyles.

DESIGN:

Embroidered Agilite scorpion logo

DETAILS:

100% Combed cotton

Available individually 

or in pack of 3 colors

Imported

SPECS:

CYT NVB NVB

T-SHIRTS



T-SHIRTS

Iterm No. 5013

Iterm No. 5012

Iterm No. 5014



SF BALACLAVA
MOISTURE WICKING

Item No. 8133 - One Size
The SF Balaclava is a versatile face mask for Israeli and 
other SF who are required to cover their faces but need to 
operate in extreme heat conditions. The ultra thin, flexible 
Combat Cool™ fabric is engineered to dispel heat and not 
impede the operator's hearing, breathing or freedom of 
movement.

DESIGN:

BLK

Used by Israeli Military Special Operators 

for face concealment and protection

Versatile positioning for full face, half face 

and neck-only coverage 

Extends below the neckline for extensive coverage

Ultra-thin material for use with comms and breathability

Combat Cool™ moisture-wicking technology

Antibacterial treated to avoid microbe-induced odors

Imported 

DETAILS:

SPECS:



SIDEWINDER
RIGGER'S BELT

Item No. 9043
NSN  No. 4240310167182 S,M, L, XL

The Sidewinder is no ordinary rigger's belt. Unlike others, is certified as 
an actual rescue device and is used together with Agilite's ARCH™ pock-
et-sized attachment to become an instant full harness. It carries a 
European safety rating as well as an NSN Number.

DESIGN:

Certified as an official rescue device

Lightweight with over 2 ton tensile strength

Mil-Spec Tactical Tensile™ polyester harness 

grade webbing

US-made, forged steel fold-back hoist point

Vertically stiffened for use with holsters

DETAILS:

NSN No. 4240310167182

Weight-5 oz (240g)

EN Standards: EN358, EN1498

Strength exceeds 2 Tons

Made in Israel

SPECS:

CYB BLK ODG



ZERO GRAVITY BELT 2"

Item No.  8125
M, L, XL

Designed for Israeli Recon troops wanting a lighter weight, more com-
fortable alternative to the standard issue IDF uniform belt. The Zero 
Gravity Belt is the ultimate in strength, simplicity and comfort.

DESIGN:

Traditional wide version for uniform pants

One of the lightest tactical belts on the market

Hook & loop patch area

DETAILS:

Width 2"” 

Made from Mil-Spec materials and 

polymer hardware

Weight 5oz  

Made in Israel

SPECS:

BLKCYT ODG



ZERO GRAVITY BELT 1.5"

Item No.  8125.1
M, L, XL

Designed for Israeli Recon troops wanting a lighter weight, more com-
fortable alternative to the standard issue IDF uniform belt. The Zero 
Gravity Belt is the ultimate in strength, simplicity and comfort.

DESIGN:

Special narrow version for everyday pant loops

One of the lightest tactical belts on the market

Hook & loop patch area

DETAILS:

Width 1.5"” 

Made from Mil-Spec materials and 

polymer hardware

Weight 5oz  

Made in Israel

SPECS:

BLK

Patches and Decals

CYT



Item No.  8125.1
M, L, XL

8132.1 AGILITE LOGO DECAL IN BLACK
8132.2 AGILITE LOGO DECAL IN SURVIVAL RED
8132.3 HOLY LAND HARDWARE DECAL
8132.4 SECURITY ENFORCED BY SNIPER DECAL

SWAG
Patches and Decals

Item No. 

Decals: 5” X 7”



RESCUE GEAR



IPC
INJURED PERSONNEL CARRIER

Item No.  9010
One Size

The IPC is Agilite's breakthrough device that allows you to efficiently 
carry the most important load you will ever carry-an injured friend. The 
IPC, which replaces the fireman's carry, allows you to carry an injured or 
otherwise incapacitated person comfortably like a backpack. It is used 
by a large number of the world’s top tier SF, LE and SAR Units.

DESIGN:

The only evacuation method that keeps both hands free

More comfortable than the fireman's carry for both carrier 

and evacuee

KEEPS THE CARRIER’S HANDS FREE TO OPERATE A WEAPON

Tried, tested and used by SOF worldwide

Also used for disabled persons’ mobility and rescue

DETAILS:

Made from Mil-Spec materials and polymer hardware

Tensile strength tested to 930kg (1.05 Tons)

Weight 348g (0.76lbs)

SPECS:

CYB BLK ODG



Item No.  9010
One Size

A.R.C.H. 
AGILITE RIGGERS CONVERSION HARNESS

Item No.  9042
One Size

The Agilite Rigger's Conversion Harness (A.R.C.H™) is a miniscule 
attachment that fits in your pocket, weighs just 1.6oz (46g), attaches in 
seconds and integrates with Agilite's Sidewinder certified Rigger's belt 
to become a full harness in seconds. 

DESIGN:

ODGCYB BLK

Becomes a full harness when used 

with the Agilite Sidewinder

Provides leg loops for climbing, repelling and safety.

Lighter and more versatile than a climbing harness

Should not be used independently

DETAILS:

Weight (46g) 1.6oz 

Mil-Spec tactical harness webbing

Tensile Strength 2000kg (4500 lbs)

Made in Israel

SPECS:



FLATEVAC
Rescue Litter

Item No.  9040
One Size

The Flatevac Litter is a lightweight but durable rescue litter with added 
capabilities. As well as four handles at its corners for either a 2 or 4 
person carry, it also has shoulder straps allowing rescuers to also be 
able to operate their weapons or to have their hands free to navigate 
difficult terrain.

DESIGN:

Lightweight and durable for multiple use

4 corner handles for 2 or 4 person carry

Incorporated shoulder straps for hands-free carry

Drag handle 

Patient details pocket

DETAILS:

Mil-Spec materials and polymer hardware

Weight: 3.13lbs (1.42kg)

Length 137cm, Width 74cm

Made in Israel 

SPECS:

BLK



Item No.  9040
One Size

MATEVAC
PADDED OUTDOOR RESCUE LITTER

Item No.  9047
One Size

The Mat-Evac™ is a camping/shooting mat and rescue litter in one. For 
recon troops and outdoor enthusiasts, the padding in the Mat-Evac is the 
difference between discomfort and the ability to sleep well outdoors. In 
an emergency however, the Mat-Evac becomes a rescue litter that is on 
hand to carry a casualty. The high-density Israeli-made closed cell 
padding in the Mat-Evac™ also helps keeps the wounded operator or hiker 
off the cold ground and more comfortable while waiting for extract.

DESIGN:

ODG REDBLK

DETAILS:

Length: 1.7yds (155cm), Width: 0.77yds (70cm), 

Max. Load Strength: 700lbs (317.5kg)

Thickness: 0.5" (1.25cm)

Materials-Lightweight, Military Nylon

and high-density closed-cell foam

Integrated carry handles for casualty egress

Closure straps that are spaced and sized to 

connect to PALS webbing

Insulated to protect the user from cold ground

Can be used a shooting or camping mat

SPECS:



WWW.AGILITEGEAR.COM




